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Abstract Prior research on metaballs-based modeling sol-
ely focuses on shape geometry and its processing for organic
objects. This paper takes a different approach by exploring
a new metaballs-based physical modeling method for dig-
ital organs that are imperative to support virtual surgery.
We propose a novel hybrid physical model comprising both
surface mesh and the metaballs which occupy organs’ inte-
rior. The finer surface mesh with high-precision geometric
information and texture is necessary to represent the bound-
ary structure of organs. Through the use of metaballs, the
organ interior is geometrically simplified via a set of over-
lapping spheres with different radii. This work’s novelty
hinges upon the integration of metaballs and position-based
dynamics (PBD) which enables metaballs-based organs to
serve as physical models and participate in dynamic simula-
tion. For the metaballs construction, we develop an adaptive
approach based on Voronoi Diagram for model initialization.
Using global optimization, an electrostatic attraction model
is proposed to drive the metaballs to best match with the
organ’s boundary. Using PBD, we devise a novel metaballs-
based deformation algorithm, which preserves two local
shape properties via constraints on Laplacian coordinates
and local volume. To retain the organ’s smooth deforma-
tion, we propose a new skinning method based on distance
field, and it is employed to build the mapping between
the metaballs and organ boundary. This metaballs-based
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deformation technique has already been integrated into a
VR-based laparoscopic surgery simulator.
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1 Introduction

With the ever-growing significance of virtual reality in med-
ical fields, virtual surgery techniques and VR-based medical
simulators have attracted increasing interests from both aca-
demic researchers and practitioners in industry. In recent
years, there have been remarkable progresses in the research
and application of virtual surgery. And several commercial
VR surgical simulators have been developed with great suc-
cess [1,2]. The core research content in virtual surgery is
the soft tissue modeling, deformation, and the simulation
of basic surgery procedure. For soft tissue deformation, vari-
eties of approaches have been proposed. In technical essence,
they can be classified into the finite element method (FEM),
mass-spring model, meshfree method, etc. However, they all
have their own limitations, such as weak performance not
matching with the real-time requirement, unstable, notice-
able geometry distortion, etc [3]. Metaballs, as a special
and unique modeling method based on implicit surfaces,
can effectively express continuous, blobby-like surfaces that
could be of arbitrary topology. Its modeling advantage for
shape geometry has been greatly exploited ever since its
inception in the earlier 90’s [4]. So far, most existing research
of metaballs focuses on the geometric modeling and process-
ing [5,6] with considerable success. In this paper, we propose
to utilize the metaballs in a physically meaningful sense by
marrying the geometry of metaballs with physical modeling
and simulation for digital organs. Unlike popular FEM or
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meshfree methods, which have to construct shape geometry
using a large number of small physical elements (hexahe-
dra or particles), the metaballs could simplifies the physical
structure with just a very small number of overlapping
spheres. In particular, we propose a hybrid physical mod-
eling approach for digital organs that have both mesh and
metaballs for shape geometry. The finer surface mesh with
high-precision geometric structure and texture at the detailed
level is employed to represent the boundary structure of
organs. Meanwhile, the interior structure of soft tissues is
simplified by a number of coarse, overlapping spheres with
different radii. The metaballs-based digital organs could
directly participate in dynamic simulation, and this physical
modeling capability is enabled by position-based dynam-
ics (PBD). The simplified geometry of metaballs affords far
less details for its interior structure, nonetheless, it could
effectively reduce the computational cost during dynamic
simulation. In our framework, we treat the centers of all
participating balls as particles whose physical behavior is
solely dictated by PBD (a much more simplified physical
model in comparison with FEM and/or meshfree methods).
This framework has already been adapted to a VR-based
laparoscopic surgery simulator, in addition there are salient
innovative contributions in our system.

– We propose an adaptive approach based on Voronoi Dia-
gram to convert polygonal mesh to metaballs for model
initialization. After obtaining a coarse model of meta-
balls, we utilize local optimization to adjust their radii,
fill vacant space with more balls, and perform spheres
merging for model refinement.

– To ensure the collision detection and deformation to be
more accurate, we propose a novel global optimization
method for the metaballs based on an electrostatic attrac-
tionmodel. It can drive themetaballs to achieve their best
matches with the organ’s boundary mesh.

– For physical modeling, we design a novel deformation
algorithm of metaballs using position-based dynamics
(PBD). This method can preserve two local shape prop-
erties via additional constraints: Laplacian coordinates
and local volume.

– Based on distance field, we design an automatic skinning
algorithm to assign different weights. This way we are
able to generate the smooth deformation of organ surface,
while metaballs and their connectivity are treated as the
“interior skeleton” and the polygonal mesh serves as the
“skin”.

2 Related work

Physical modeling of organs is one of the essential tasks
in virtual surgery. It has to handle the realistic deformation

of soft tissues in real time. In principle, these deformation
approaches can be classified into three different categories.

Finite element methods (FEM) FEM can perform accu-
rate deformation result but with the cost of high computation
time. Cuetoet et al. [7] gave a survey of the latest progress
of FEM research and their application in virtual surgery. Wu
et al. [8] presented a composite finite element-based simula-
tionmethod for deformable objects. Jeřábková [9] designed a
XFEM-based strategy to handle the deformation and cutting
simulation of soft tissue in virtual surgery.

Mass-spring based methods This type of methods sim-
plify the physical structure of objects as mass points and
linked springs. It can achieve high computation efficiency.
Liu et al. [10] proposed a scheme of time integration for stan-
dardmass-spring systems based on block coordinate descent.
It can provide a fast solution for classical linear springs. Pan et
al. [11] presented a hybrid dynamic model, which combines
mass-spring and cosserat rod, to handle the large deformation
of intestine.

Meshfree methods Meshfree methods are also called
meshless methods. Without the topology constraints among
vertices, this approach can simulate super soft object and
fluid. Jones et al. [12] presented a meshfree method to
deform elastoplastic object. Steinemann et al. [13] proposed
a splitting method using a meshless discretization of the
deformation field. Pietroni et al. [14] presented the splitting
simulation based on ameshfree technique, to handle the inter-
active virtual cutting on deformable objects.

Position-based dynamics (PBD) is another fierce research
topic in physicalmodeling, due to its robustness and position-
based manipulation feature [15]. Most recently, Müller et al.
[16] applied the PBD framework to simulate fluid and soft
object in virtual real-time environment.

Quite different from the above physical modeling meth-
ods, most existing metaballs-based approaches focus on the
geometric modeling using implicit surface [4,5,17]. Suzuki
et al. [18] filled a large number of unified spheres in the liver
model and deform the liver tissue by moving spheres. This
method can simulate simple deformation and dissection in
liver surgery. However, it hardly handles the large deforma-
tion of organs, especially for intestine. To the best of our cur-
rent knowledge, until now there is little research work in the
utility of metaballs as the physical model of organs in virtual
surgery. In this paper, we proposed a strategy to deform the
organs using a hybrid physical model which comprises both
metaballs and surface mesh. Finally, we integrated this tech-
nique into a developed VR laparoscopic surgery simulator.

3 Framework overview

As shown in Fig. 1, we first present the framework overview
as follows.
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Fig. 1 The framework of our metaballs-based physical modeling and
deformation method

Construction of the metaballs We first develop an adap-
tive approach based on Voronoi Diagram to generate the
coarse metaballs model from organ surface mesh. Then a
local optimization strategy is utilized by adjusting the spheres
radii, filling the vacant space, and merging the extremely
overlapping spheres. Finally, a global optimization is con-
ducted by an electrostatic attraction model to drive the
metaballs best matching the shape of mesh. Before real-time
deformation computation,we construct the topology ofmeta-
balls model by determining the adjacent spheres for each
sphere.

Deformation After collision detection, a novel defor-
mation algorithm of metaballs is proposed. This method
preserves two local shape properties: Laplacian coordinates
constraint and local volume. During deformation, PBD is
employed to compute the position of sphere centers first.
To preserve the local detail of the metaballs, we use the
Laplacian coordinates constraints to update the position
of sphere centers. Then the local volume preservation is
employed to adjust the radii of spheres. Finally, we treat the
deformed metablls as the “interior skeleton” and the poly-
gon mesh as the “skin”. An automatic skinning algorithm is
presented to map the deformation to the surface mesh in real
time.

4 Construction of the metaballs

In our technique, the hybrid physical model of organs con-
sists of both exterior surface mesh and interior metaballs. So
our first task is to fill an arbitrary object densely with a set
of overlapping spheres and make the shape of metaballs best
match the boundary of mesh. Besides, to reduce the com-
putational cost during simulation, we expect the number of
spheres could be as small as possible.

Fig. 2 The initial spheres packing for liver model. a The triangular
mesh of liver. b Initial metaballs model of liver after spheres packing.
c Liver model contained both mesh and metaballs

4.1 Spheres packing

Metaballs are extremely appropriate for geometrical mod-
eling of organs as it can express continuous, blobby-like
surfaces. Many researches have been carried out in this area.
Bradshaw et al. [19,20] extended Hubbard’s theory [21]
and proposed several easy-to-use methods to pack spheres
in polygon mesh. Here we use Sphere Tree Construction
Toolkit [20] to pack the spheres in the triangular mesh of
organ initially. The key strategy of this toolkit is to find
the medial surface of an object using the Voronoi Diagram
and pack spheres from the medial surface to approximate
the objects roughly. Particularly, we generate a hierarchical
sphere tree with eight children per node and we only leave
the leaf nodes. Figure 2 illustrates the spheres packing result
for a liver model. The spheres of leaf nodes approximate the
object. However, the initial metaballs model after spheres
packing cannot match the mesh boundary very well. There
are large parts of spheres outside the surface of the object
(Fig. 2c). So a radius adjustment process is needed for the
next step.

4.2 Radius adjustment

A distance field is constructed for each sphere center. We
compute its corresponding shortest distance to the surface.
As we use a fine triangular mesh for the exterior structure
of an object, the exact distance can be determined briefly by
following formula:

D(c) = min d(c,Trii ), (1)

where c is the sphere center, Trii is the triangle in index
i , and d(c,Trii ) indicates the shortest distance between c
and triangle i. Then we adjust the sphere radius according
to the distance D(c), to ensure that the exterior parts of the
sphere shrink inwards and contact with the surface bound-
ary accurately. Figure 3a illustrates the result after radius
adjustment. In Fig. 3a, we can find that small vacant space
between spheres remains in some area. So next we will refine
the metaballs model by a local optimization which involves
vacant space filling and spheres merge.
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Fig. 3 The optimization of metaballs model for liver. a The result of
radius adjustment.bThe result of the global optimization. cLivermodel
contained both mesh and metaballs after optimization

Fig. 4 The illustration of vacant space filling

4.3 Vacant space filling

The strategy of vacant space filling is the “interpolation”,
which is based on k-nearest neighbors algorithm. We search
the vacant space around a sphere and fill it by adding new
spheres (Fig. 4). The position of new sphere can be deter-
mined by following formula.

cnew = d(c1, c2) + r2 − r1
2d(c1, c2)

c1 + d(c1, c2) + r1 − r2
2d(c1, c2)

c2, (2)

where c1andc2 are the coordinates of center for spheres 1
and 2 respectively, and r1andr2 are radii for spheres 1 and 2
respectively. d(c1, c2) is the distance between c1 and c2. The
radius of new sphere is the shortest distance between cnew
and mesh surface. rnew can be computed by (1).

Algorithm 1 outlines the vacant space filling among the
sphere set. The output is the new set of spheres, which con-
tains the original spheres and new added ones.

Algorithm 1 Vacant space filling among the sphere set
Require: sphere set (SS) of a metaballs model
Ensure: new sphere set
1: function Vacant space Filling
2: queue Q ← SS
3: while Q is not empty do
4: pop(s) from Q
5: array Neighbor ← search Neighbors(s)
6: for i ∈ [1 to Number of Neighbor ] do
7: compute cnew from s and Neighbori in(2)
8: compute rnew from s and Neighbori in(1)
9: if cnew is not inside any sphere in Q and

cnew is inside the mesh then
10: push(Q,snew(cnew, rnew))
11: end if
12: end for
13: end while
14: end function

Fig. 5 The illustration of merging two extremely overlapping spheres

4.4 Spheres merging

Generally the packed spheres are not distributed equally, we
need to merge the extremely overlapping spheres to simplify
the metaballs model. If the distance between two sphere cen-
ters is less than the radius of the smaller sphere, these two
spheres will bemerged into single one. The center of this new
sphere is located at themiddle point of the center line between
two original spheres. To keep the connection of topology, the
radius can be determined by following formula:

rnew = min(r, D(cnew)), (3)

where r is the radius of the bigger sphere in the original
spheres pair, and D(cnew) represents the shortest distance
between the new sphere center and mesh surface. D(cnew)

can be computed by (1). Fig. 5 shows an example of spheres
merging.

4.5 Global optimization by the electrostatic attraction
model

The ultimate aim of optimization is to make the shape of
constructed metaballs best match with the boundary mesh.
This criterion can make the collision detection and deforma-
tion (Sect. 5) more accurate. Since all spheres are restricted
inside the mesh after radius adjustment, this criterion implies
the vacant space between the metaballs and polygon mesh
should be minimum. Here we voxelize the organ model at
first. Then locate all the voxels which are not inside any
sphere. We name this kind of voxel as Vhollow and compute
the sum of Vhollow. Our objective function of optimization
can be expressed as (4)

min sum(Vhollow), (4)

Supposing each sphere canmove freely in a local space inside
the mesh and its radius is fixed. An electrostatic attraction
model is proposed to solve this optimization problem (Fig. 6).
We treat eachVhollow in this voxelized organmodel as a unit of
“positive charge” and each sphere as the “negative charge”.
The quantity of negative charge is proportional to the vol-
ume of this sphere. To simplify the problem, we restrict each
Vhollow can only attract the spheres in its neighboring space.
The attracting force can be computed by Coulomb’s law.
And the resultant of attracting forces will drive each sphere
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Fig. 6 The illustration of the electrostatic attraction model

move along its direction. Then this computation model can
be described as Algorithm 2:

Algorithm 2 Global Optimization
1: voxelize model
2: array Vhollow, AttractingForces, set AttractedSpheres
3: initial Vhollow
4: compute sum(Vhollow)

5: while true do
6: for i ∈ [1 to Number of Vhollow] do
7: find all neighboring sphere indexes of Vhollowi
8: for all index j do
9: compute attracting force f
10: AttractingForces j ← compute

ResultantForce(AttractingForces j ,f)
11: push(AttractedSpheres, j)
12: end for
13: end for
14: for all k ∈ AttractedSpheres do
15: ResultantForce f ← Attracting

Forces[AttractedSpheresk ]
16: move sphere[AttractedSpheresk ] along the

direction of f for one voxel
17: update Vhollow
18: compute sum′(Vhollow)

19: if sum′(Vhollow) < sum(Vhollow) then
20: sum(Vhollow) ← sum′(Vhollow)

21: break
22: end if
23: end for
24: if k == Number of AttractedSpheres+1 then
25: break
26: end if
27: end while

In each step, update the position of attracted spheres and
Vhollow. If sum(Vhollow) decreases, save the current status of
all spheres position. The iteration will end until sum(Vhollow)

stop deceasing. The final distribution of spheres is the opti-
mized metaballs model (Fig. 3b).

5 Physical modeling and deformation

Physical modeling and deformation of soft tissue is an essen-
tial task in virtual surgery. For our hybrid physical modeling
approach, we use the constructed metaballs as the “interior
skeleton” to deform the polygon mesh as “skin”. The whole

Fig. 7 The topology construction of the liver metaballs model. a The
original metaballs model. b The metaballs model with connectivity.
c The topology of connected sphere centers

process involves the construction of topology, deformation
of metaballs and skinning.

5.1 Construction of topology

In constructed metaballs model, for a sphere i , whose center
is ci , we select its adjacent connected spheres among all its
overlapping spheres for topology connection. The selection
criterion can be described as follows:

Topo(i) =
{
L(ci ), num(i) � N
L ′(ci ), num(i) > N

(5)

where N is the threshold value, and num(i) is the number of
spheres overlapping with sphere i . Topo(i) means the topol-
ogy connection of sphere i . Function L(i) indicates linking
all the overlapping spheres center with ci . Function L ′(i)
indicates linking N overlapping spheres center, which has
the shortest distance between ci . Function L ′(i) can prevent
each sphere connected with too many surrounding spheres
and simplify the topology of metaballs. According to experi-
mental experience, we usually set N as 9. Figure 7 illustrates
the topology construction result of the metaballs model for
liver. From Fig. 7c, we can find the topology of metaballs is
like an irregular surface mesh.

5.2 Collision detection

Before interacting with organs, the collision detection is the
first task that must be handled properly. Comparedwithmesh
model, one significant advantage of the metaballs is the fast
computation in collision detection. Since the shape of organ
model can be approximated by the spheres set in metaballs,
here we use a straightforward but effective strategy to han-
dle the collision detection between metaballs and surgical
instrument. During simulation, we first search the nearest
sphere between the contact point of surgical instrument. Then
compute the distance between the nearest sphere center and
contact point. If the distance is smaller than the radius of this
nearest sphere, the collision happens. Meanwhile, we use the
method in [11] to solve the self-collision detection of organs.
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5.3 Deformation of metaballs

The position-based dynamics (PBD) is employed to compute
the position of sphere centers at first. To preserve the local
detail of the metaballs shape, we use the Laplacian coordi-
nates to update the position of sphere centers. Finally, the
local volume preservation is employed to adjust the radii
of spheres, in the area under surgical instruments interac-
tion.

Position-based dynamics We choose PBD to deform the
metaballs due to its robustness and position based manipu-
lation feature. These advantages make PBD quite popular in
the game industry and VR surgical simulator development
[22]. Algorithm 3 outlines our PBD method. Here ci stands
for the center position of sphere i . vi stands for the velocity
of sphere i . mi represents the mass of sphere i .

Algorithm 3 Our PBD method
1: int N ← number of Spheres
2: for i ∈ [1 to N ] do
3: initialize ci ← ci0

4: vi ← vi0

5: wi ← 1/mi
6: end for
7: loop
8: for i ∈ [1 to N ] do
9: vnewi ← vi + fΔtwi + Damp(vi )
10: end for
11: for i ∈ [1 to N ] do
12: cnewi ← ci + vnewi Δt
13: end for
14: loop solveri terations times
15: stretching constraints(c1,...,cN )
16: Laplacian coordinates constraints(c1,...,cN )
17: end loop
18: for i ∈ [1 to N ] do
19: c f in

i ← csoli

20: v f in
i ← (csoli − ci )/Δt

21: end for
22: end loop

Generally, PBD involves stretching constraints, bend
constraints, and volume constraints [15]. Considering the
irregular topology of metaballs model, we cannot treat it as
the polygon or polyhedronmesh. Herewe only apply stretch-
ing constraints for the deformation of metaballs. Figure 8
gives an example of stretching constraint for two con-
nected spheres. The constraint function about stretch can be
described as follows:

Cstretching(c1, c2) = |c1 − c2| − d, (6)

where d is the initial distance between sphere centers c1 and
c2 before simulation. The displacement in each iteration can
be computed by the following formula:

Fig. 8 The illustration of stretching constraint for two connected
spheres

�c1 = − w1

w1 + w2
(|c1 − c2| − d)

c1 − c2
|c1 − c2| , (7)

and

�c2 = w2

w1 + w2
(|c1 − c2| − d)

c1 − c2
|c1 − c2| . (8)

Laplacian coordinates constraint Stretching constraints in
PBD have an obvious limit. It only makes two-dimensional
constraints and lack of constraints for three-dimensional
space. Here we introduce the Laplacian coordinates con-
straint [23] to preserve the local detail of themetaballs shape.
The method can be described as follows:

For any sphere m whose center is cm, ci indicates the
center of spheres which are connected with the sphere m in
topology. The number of these connected spheres is n. So
the center coordinates of these adjacent spheres center can
be computed by the following formula.

ccenter =
n∑
i

ci
n

, (9)

Before the simulation loop, we can initialize the Laplacian
coordinate of cm by (10):

Lm = cm − ccenter = cm −
n∑
i

ci
n

. (10)

During iteration, we treat Lm as a fixed vector constraint.
c′
center is the updated ccenter by (9). Then the updated position
of c′

m can be computed by (11).

c′
m = Lm + c′

center. (11)

Local volume preservation The volume preservation is an
important constraint in soft tissue deformation. In the defor-
mation of the metaballs model, we propose a straightforward
method to preserve the local volume by adjusting the radii
of spheres in the area under surgical instruments interaction.
Generally, most shape change occurs in the area under sur-
gical instrument interaction for soft tissue deformation. So
to simplify the volume preservation of entire organ, we only
focus on the local volume preservation of the area under sur-
gical instruments interaction. This straightforward method
can be described as Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 The illustrationof local volumepreservation for three connected
spheres in the metaballs

Fig. 10 The deformation of liver model by our hybrid physical mod-
eling method. a The metaballs model. b The surface mesh with texture

Supposing sphere 2 is the contacted sphere under surgi-
cal instruments interaction. Before deformation, the center
position of sphere 2 is c2 and the radius is r2. The center
positions of its adjacent connected spheres are c1 and c3.
And the radii are r1 and r3.

∑
d(c2) is the sum of center dis-

tance among all adjacent spheres and sphere 2. So in Fig. 9,∑
d(c2) is |c1 − c2| + |c3 − c2|. During deformation, sup-

posing the center positions become c′
i (i=1,2,3).

∑
d(c′

2) is
|c′
1 − c′

2|+ |c′
3 − c′

2|. Then the radii r ′
i of spheres in this local

area can be adjusted by (12).

r ′
i = ri

(∑
d(c2)∑
d(c′

2)

) 1
2

, (i = 1, 2, 3). (12)

Figure 10a illustrates the deformation of the metaballs
model for liver by a grasper in minimally invasive surgery.

5.4 Skinning

After the deformationofmetaballs, thefinal task is transform-
ing this deformation to the exterior surface. So we need to
construct the mapping between the metaballs model and sur-
face mesh of organs. This process is very similar to the skin-
ning technique in the skeleton driven animation [24]. Here
we treat the spheres as the “interior skeleton” and the poly-
gonmesh as the “skin”. And an automatic algorithm based on
distance field function is designed to assign the weights for
each vertex in surface mesh. It can be described as follows:

For a sphere, its field strength of weighting can be com-
puted by a function about its radius, the distance between the

vertex on mesh and its sphere center. Here we use the non-
linear field strength of weighting, which can be described as
a Gaussian function:

f (d, r) = c · exp− (d−r)2

r2 , (13)

where r stands for the sphere radius, d is the distance between
a point and the sphere center and c is a constant coefficient.

For a vertex v on the surfacemesh, we can find its attached
spheres i(i = 1, 2, . . . n) among the metaballs model by this
condition: The attached spheres satisfy f (dv,ci , ri ) � T ,
where dv,ci is the distance between v and sphere center ci . T
stands for a threshold.

So for v, each attached sphere i has a different influence
weight on v. We set a weighted center coordinate of these
attached spheres. And it can be computed as (14).

ccenter =
n∑
i

f (dv,ci , ri )∑n
i f (dv,ci , ri )

ci , (14)

where ci is the center of sphere i . Before simulation, the
initial displacement between v and ccenter will be computed
and saved by (15):

disp = v − ccenter. (15)

During simulation, we can compute the updated v′ using (16)
in each frame.

v′ = c′
center +

∑n
i r

′
i∑n

i ri
disp, (16)

where c′
center is the updated weighted center coordinate of

attached spheres. r ′
i is the updated radius of attached sphere

i . And r ′
i can be computed by (12). Figure 10b illustrates the

final deformation result of surface mesh for liver model by
this skinning method.

6 Experiments and application

We have implemented our metaballs-based physical mod-
eling and deformation technique using OpenGL and Open-
Haptics. All the experiments run on a desktop with NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 460, Intel(R) Core(TM)2 Quad CPU (2.66-
GHz, 4 cores), and 4G RAM. The haptic rendering loop is
running on a separate thread, so the update rate is guaranteed
around 1 kHz. We have designed three sets of experiments.

The first experiment is constructing the metaballs model
for four abdominal organs: liver, gall bladder, intestine, and
stomach. These organs are also interacted and deformed by
a grasper. Figure 11 illustrates the results except the liver.
Table 1 documents the data size and also the computation
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Fig. 11 The metaballs model and deformation result of three abdom-
inal organs (From left to right mesh and the metaballs model; the
topology connections for the metaballs; deformation result 1; defor-
mation result 2). a Gall bladder, b intestine, c stomach

time in metaballs construction and deformation. Since the
metaballs construction is processed off line in initialization,
it will not effect the real-time performance in simulation.

The second experiment is to verify the effect of two local
shape preservations in our deformation algorithm. The first
is the Laplacian coordinates constraint to preserve the local
detail. Figure 12 illustrates the comparison result. From
Fig. 12b and c, some areas of mesh surface are smoother
under the Laplacian coordinates constraint. It preserves the
original shape feature of liver. The second is the local volume
preservation. Figure 13 illustrates the comparison result. In
Fig. 13b, under the local volume preservation, the section of
intestine dragged by a grasper becomes thinner. It is more
realistic in visual performance.

In the third experiment, we compare our deformation
method with three typical approaches (FEM, mass-spring
and PBD). Table 2 is the numerical comparison. Hexahedra
are used in the FEM tests. PBD tests use stretch constraints
and volume conservation constraints. Figures 14 and 15
show the result. Here we choose the Explicit Euler solver
for mass-spring method. From this experimental results, the
computation time of our method is at the same level with
mass-spring and PBD, much lower than the FEM. Due to
the local detail and volume preservation, the deformed liver

Fig. 12 The comparison of deformation with and without Laplacian
coordinates constraint for liver model. a Drag the liver tissue by a
grasper, b deformation recovery with Laplacian coordinates constraint,
c deformation recovery without Laplacian coordinates constraint

Fig. 13 The comparison of deformation with and without the local
volume preservation. a Original intestine model, b the deformation of
intestine with the local volume preservation, c the deformation of intes-
tine without the local volume preservation

surface by our method is much more realistic than PBD and
mass-spring method. So among these approaches, the cost
performance of our method is the best.

Our ultimate goal is to apply this novel physical mod-
eling method to the virtual reality-based medical training
and treatment. To validate our deformation method, we have
incorporated it into a prototyped VR laparoscopic surgery
simulator developed. Figure 16 shows the hardware and soft-
ware interface of this virtual reality simulation system. This
prototyped medical simulator has been equipped with the
following essential functionalities in laparoscopic surgery
training:

– The laparoscope navigation and orientation in the virtual
abdominal cavity.

– Laparoscopic real-time graphic rendering and deforma-
tion of soft tissue.

– The manipulation of basic MIS instruments, such as
grasper, scissor, and hook cautery.

– The force feedback control in haptic rendering.
– The simulation of four basic procedures: small object
transfer, dissection, suturing, and ligation.

Table 1 Data size and time
performance of our
metaballs-based deformation
method for four abdominal
organs

Model Number of
vertices

Number of
spheres

Number of center
lines in metaballs

Time for metaballs
construction
(second)

Time for
deformation (ms)

Liver 8128 581 3588 2207 7.5

Gall bladder 1461 475 3293 1179 2.9

Stomach 3349 452 3161 2050 8.1

Intestine 887 383 2625 754 1.2
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Table 2 Comparison between
our method and three typical
deformation approaches

Method Gall bladder Liver

Elements/constraints Deformation (ms) Elements/constraints Deformation (ms)

FEM 819 39.2 967 48.6

Mass-spring 4991 0.75 6427 2.5

PBD 4991 + 3185 1.15 6427 + 4079 2.2

Our method 3242 + 466 2.7 3588 + 581 7.6

Fig. 14 The comparison between our method and three typical
approaches in the liver deformation. a FEM, b mass-spring method,
c PBD-based method, d our method

Fig. 15 The comparison between our method and three typical
approaches in the gall bladder deformation. a FEM, b mass-spring
method, c PBD-based method, d our method

Fig. 16 The interface of a prototyped VR laparoscopic surgery simu-
lator

– Multimedia special effects, such as sound, and smoke
generation in electrosurgical dissection.

– Auxiliary functionalities, such as skills evaluation.

7 Conclusion and future work

In this paper, we have presented a metaballs-based approach
for organ modeling and its deformation valuable for virtual
surgery. It makes use of a hybrid physical model compris-
ing both surface mesh and the metaballs. The finer surface
mesh is to represent the exterior structure of organs, and
the interior structure is constructed by a set of overlapping
spheres with different radii. The inner metaballs are fur-
ther equipped with physical properties, enabled by PBD.
For the metaballs construction, we proposed an adaptive
approach based on Voronoi Diagram for model initializa-
tion and suggested an optimization strategy to find the best
match between the metaballs model and the shape geometry
of organs. For physical defomation, our novel metaballs-
based algorithm is devised based on PBD. This algorithm
also preserves two local shape properties via additional con-
traints: Laplacian coordinates and local volume of organs.
We also developed a skinning method based on distance
field to build the mapping between the metaballs and sur-
face mesh. From comprehensive experimental results, we
have observed that this metaballs-based method can offer
real-time and realistic deformation of organs, while preserv-
ing the local shape feature of original model. Finally, we
have successfully migrated this approach into a prototype
VR laparoscopic surgery simulator. Nevertheless, our algo-
rithmalso has limitations due to its special aim.Currently, it is
only suitable to deform blobby-like objects, such as organs. It
hardly performs plausible deformation for objects with sharp
shape. Besides, we simplify the organs interior via a set of
overlapping spheres. The physical accuracy of our deforma-
tion method is lower than FEM. In the near future, we plan to
extend our metaballs-based method to the dissection simula-
tion. We also plan to further exploit the parallel acceleration
and apply CUDA to the metaballs construction and collision
detection.
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